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	Now you can text for service and appointments! 517-962-5704	
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	CONTACT US
	IS MY CAR BROKEN?
	GENERAL MAINTENANCE
	COST SAVING TIPS
	TRADE IN A GAS GUZZLER
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                      Helped us fix a mess of a vehicle. Great guys highly recommend

                    

            
                    Marsha Koziol
, 03/06/2024
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                      Good customer service and friendly staff

                    

            
                    Bleys Loar
, 03/05/2024
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                      Drop my car off with an intermittent ABS speed sensor problem. They actually took the time and pinned it down. Got a little worried because it took them the full day, but unlike most dealerships I've dealt with or mechanics still paid the same price they quoted at the beginning of inspection and got okayed for the repair for a price. I was more than happy to pay and was actually kind of shocked for how well of service. They were quick thorough and didn't keep jacking up the price for difficult diagnostic they definitely found a new repeat customer.

                    

            
                    Ricky Mitsch
, 12/13/2023
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JD Auto Service & Repair LLC

      


	Auto Repair Services
	Maintenance Coupons









						
						801 W Franklin St
Jackson, MI 49203
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Call today at 517-962-5704 or come by the shop at 801 W Franklin St, Jackson, MI, 49203. Ask any car or truck owner in Jackson who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you JD Auto Service & Repair LLC.
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